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Abstract
Since the 1980s, the retail and consumer goods industries have been making very extensive use of EDI-based data
exchange and subsequently developed the vision of Efficient Consumer Response (ECR). In the meantime, a growing
number of studies report that poor data quality, in particular outdated or wrong product information, negatively impacts
demand and supply chain performance. Whereas prior literature intensively studied the positive effects of information
sharing on the coordination of supply and demand, this research is aimed at establishing a basis for understanding the
phenomena of the underlying inter-organizational product information supply chain. Using coordination theory as an
overarching framework, the main research contribution is a set of dependencies, coordination problems, and coordination
mechanisms that characterize the product information supply chain. From an analysis of two retailer-manufacturer
relationships, we conclude that flow and sharing dependencies evolve into reciprocal dependencies as the intensity of
demand and supply collaboration increases. We also find that industry standards — notably Global Data Synchronization
(GDS) — do not yet fully cover the inter-organizational coordination requirements that result from the identified set of
sharing and flow dependencies.
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1. Introduction
Most practitioners and the academic community agree that integrated supply chains heavily rely on
the exchange and sharing of information between the actors. A prominent example is the
collaboration between the retail and consumer goods industries. Since the 1980s, these industries
have been making very extensive use of EDI-based data exchange and subsequently developed the
vision of Efficient Consumer Response (ECR) in order to align their activities more closely. In the
context of ECR (cf. Corsten and Kumar, 2005; Holweg et al., 2005; Kurnia and Johnston, 2003;
Reyes and Bhutta, 2005) as well as in IS (cf. Clark and Stoddard, 1996; Gosain et al., 2004; Saeed et
al., 2005) and operations management research (cf. Aviv, 2001; Cohen Kulp et al., 2004; Gavirneni et
al., 1999; Lee et al., 2000; Sahin and Robinson, 2002), much attention has been given to the
coordination of supply and demand chains and the benefits of information sharing. It is only recently
that the underlying exchange of product information has started to gain broader attention: A growing
number of studies report that poor data quality, in particular outdated or wrong product information,
negatively impacts the benefits that retailers and their suppliers pursue as they implement tighter
forms of collaboration (Accenture, 2006; Global Commerce Initiative and Capgemini, 2005; Grocery
Manufacturers of America et al., 2003). Various alternative concepts have been suggested as
electronic infrastructure for exchanging product information among supply chain partners. But up to
now, neither the EDI-based, bilateral product data exchange nor data pools that facilitate multilateral
data exchange have been broadly adopted (Horst, 2007; Nakatani et al., 2006). In 2004, the Global
Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) was launched with the objective of establishing many-to-many
relationships between retailers and their suppliers for sharing product master data. Retailers and
suppliers have high expectations for the GDSN, given the recent consolidation of master data pools
(Garf and Romanow, 2005) and announcements in favor of GDSN by leading retailers such as WalMart, Ahold, Tesco and Metro and their suppliers Nestlé, Procter & Gamble and Kraft Foods (Field,
2005; Pendrous, 2006).
Building on the vision of the information supply chain as suggested by (Marinos, 2005; Sun and Yen,
2005), this research suggests differentiating two sets of information sharing and coordination
problems in the retail and consumer goods industries: (1) the transactional information flow that
allows for coordinating the physical demand and supply chain, and (2) the contextual information flow
that ensures that retailers and manufacturers interpret data in the same way (Goh et al., 1999;
Madnick, 1995). The latter is a prerequisite for electronic ECR collaboration and comprises the
exchange of product and partner information. Whereas previous research focuses on the
transactional information flow and demonstrates the positive effects of information sharing on the
coordination of supply and demand, this paper is aimed at establishing a basis for understanding the
phenomenon of the underlying inter-organizational product information supply chain. Using
coordination theory (Malone and Crowston, 1994; March and Simon, 1958) as an overarching
framework, we explore the characteristics of the inter-organizational product information supply chain
by systematically analyzing the acquisition and consumption of product information in retailermanufacturer relationships. We give particular emphasis to the contribution of Global Data
Synchronization (GDS) to organizing and streamlining the inter-organizational product information
supply chain.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We first present a review of the literature to
establish the research context. From the assessment of the literature, we derive a conceptualization
of the product information supply chain and identify the issues and questions that motivate our
research. Subsequently, we explain our research method and approach. By analyzing two pairs of
retailer-manufacturer relationships, we explore the coordination problems and mechanisms in the
inter-organizational product information supply chain. On the basis of these findings, we discuss
implications for the conceptualization of the inter-organizational product information supply chain and
the role and adoption of Global Data Synchronization.
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2. Prior Research
This research relates to three distinct streams of prior work: (1) the emerging field of research on the
information supply chain, (2) research into the effect of information sharing on supply chains from the
perspective of operations management and IS research, and (3) specific studies related to supply
chain collaboration in the retail and consumer goods industries.

2.1. The Information Supply Chain
The notion of an information supply chain has only recently been introduced. Using supply chain
management as a metaphor, it aims to create and unify concepts, methods, theories and technologies
for information sharing problems. According to Sun and Yen (2005), “An information supply chain
(ISC) fulfills users’ information requirements by a network of information-sharing agents (ISA) that
gather, interpret, and satisfy the requirements with proper information.” Other authors consider the
information supply chain to be an information-centric view of physical and virtual supply chains, where
each entity adds value to the chain by providing the right information to the right entity at the right
time in a secure manner (cf. Sahin and Robinson, 2002). Similar to the case in a supply chain,
insufficient information supply leads to information deficiency, whereas abundant information may
create information overflow. There are different perspectives on how the information supply chain
relates to the physical supply chain: Whereas Sahin and Robinson (2002) tightly couple the value of
information sharing with the physical coordination of goods flow, other scholars (Marinos, 2005; Sun
and Yen, 2005) argue that the information supply chain does not coincide with the transactional
information flow within a supply chain.
Although the vision of the information supply chain seems intuitive, few models and little related
research are available so far. Some links can be drawn to prior work on the management of
information assets, which transfers concepts from resource management to the field of information
management. In order to overcome information generation as a by-product of physical processes,
Wang et al. (1998) emphasize the need for an information product (IP) approach. They suggest
defining information products based on the consumer’s information needs and quality criteria, and
managing them over the information life-cycle in the same way as a physical product. While Wang et
al. (1998) distinguish the roles of information manufacturers, suppliers, and consumers, Lee and
Strong (2003) describe a role model consisting of data collectors, data custodians, and data
consumers. According to the same authors, a data production process encompasses distinctive work
processes for data collection, storage, and use. In their information manufacturing model, Ballou et al.
(1998) address the issue of measuring the quality of information products delivered and suggest a set
of relevant attributes, namely the timeliness, quality, cost, and value of information products.

2.2. Information Sharing along the Supply Chain
Whereas the notion of the “information supply chain” is rather new, operations management
researchers have intensively studied information distortion and the value of shared information in
supply chains (e.g. Aviv, 2001; Gavirneni et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2000; Sahin and Robinson, 2002), as
have information systems researchers (e.g. Clark and Stoddard, 1996; Gosain et al., 2004;
Premkumar, 2000; Saeed et al., 2005). Lee et al. (1997) were the first to identify information
asymmetry as the main reason for the amplification of the demand signal and fluctuation of inventory
level along a supply chain, which consists of customers, retailers, wholesalers, distributors, and factories. This phenomenon, which is well-known as the ”bullwhip effect”, has been extensively analyzed
(e.g. Cachon and Fisher, 2000; Chen et al., 2000; Cohen Kulp et al., 2004; Lau et al., 2002; Sheu et
al., 2006). There is consensus that information sharing improves the decision-making of supply chain
actors with regard to ordering, capacity allocation, and production / materials planning, enabling the
supply chain as a whole to reduce costs and respond more quickly to end-consumer demand. In a
numerical study, Cachon and Fisher (2000) find that supply chain costs are on average 2.2 percent
lower with the full information policy than with the traditional information policy, and the maximum
difference is 12.1 percent. Cohen Kulp et al. (2004) report that information sharing, specifically
sharing information about consumer needs and store-level inventory, is related to a positive change in
profit margins. The same authors demonstrate that companies only realize above-average profit
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margins when they work together on inventory management and/or new product development. This
particular aspect is the focus of the extensive literature review performed by Sahin and Robinson
(2002). From categorizing the existing body of research in terms of information sharing and
coordination, they conclude that effective supply chain integration requires not only information
sharing, but also physical flow coordination, and that the magnitude of the benefits largely depends
on the specific supply chain structures, demand patterns, and other operational characteristics.
From their studies of the role and effects of inter-organizational systems (IOS), IS researchers have
proposed various categorization schemes and modes in order to systemize the different levels of
external integration and their support for different types of supplier-buyer relationships (e.g.
Choudhury, 1997; Massetti and Zmud, 1996; Mukhopadhyay and Kekre, 2002; Saeed et al., 2005). If
an IOS is used to automate an existing communication process, its effects are limited to reducing
manual data processing and improving the reliability as well as the timeliness of information
(Hoogewegen and Wagenaar, 1996). As the firms progress to using IOS for closely coupling business
processes between firms, they are able to realize additional benefits of vertical integration
(Mukhopadhyay and Kekre, 2002; Saeed et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2004). Hence, the use of IOS is
considered most beneficial if applied in cooperative relationships (Chatfield and Yetton, 2000;
Johnston and Vitale, 1988) and accompanied by process innovation such as vendor-managed
inventory or continuous replenishment in the retail and consumer goods industries (Clark and
Stoddard, 1996; Riggins and Mukhopadhyay, 1994). In accordance with the findings from operations
management, IS researchers suggest that sharing “more” information is not necessarily “better”
(Gosain et al., 2004; Premkumar, 2000). Gosain et al. (2004) recommend that organizations should
prioritize their investments toward improving the quality of information shared with their business
partners rather than sharing low-quality information in a broad variety of areas. According to Bensaou
and Venkatraman (1996) and Kim et al. (2006), information processing capabilities need to fit a
number of contextual factors, which are summarized as information processing needs, thus they call
for a congruence of IOS design and the supply chain context.
Since IOS generate high setup costs and are associated with significant network effects, the use of
open standards is claimed to be an important enabler for IOS-based interactions and to reduce the
relationship specificity of the related investments (Gosain et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2006). Given that
the adoption of EDI-based standards (e.g., UN/EDIFACT or ANSI X.12) and the newer XML-based
vertical industry standards (cf. Nurmilaakso et al., 2006) is not as widespread as originally hoped, this
leads to a continuing debate about the way standards are created and adopted. While most of the
literature focuses on the socio-technical phenomena related to standards development and diffusion,1
a relatively small research community has investigated the scope and limitations of the many domainspecific standards that have been launched over the last decades (Brousseau, 1994; Damsgaard and
Truex, 2000; Kubicek, 1992; Reimers, 2001). Building on the semiotic structure of communication,
they argue that the inherent difficulties of specifying machine-to-machine interactions hamper the
migration of companies to higher levels of electronic process integration.
So far, both streams of research, i.e., operations management and IS research, closely relate
information sharing to physical flow coordination and the related business processes. This is
manifested by their focus on the transmission of customer demand signals, orders, the physical
goods flow, capacities, and planning data. Existing research has given little attention to other types of
information sharing problems, with the exception of Vermeer (2000), who argues that a poor context
data quality negatively impacts the positive EDI effects on business processes. His studies draw
attention to the concept of context interchange, which was introduced by Madnick (1995) and Goh et
al. (1999) and has recently regained popularity in the context of the Semantic Web (Edgington et al.,
2004; Zhao, 2007). It postulates that information transferred from a sending to a receiving system
may be misinterpreted, since the systems usually operate in different contexts. To solve this problem,
1

Recent studies have investigated the creation and adoption of standards through multiple theoretical
lenses, among them institutional theory (Damsgaard and Lyytinen, 2001; Nickerson and zur Muehlen,
2006), actor-network theory (Hanseth et al., 2006; Löwer, 2005), transaction cost theory (Reimers and Li,
2005), and collective action dilemmas (Markus et al., 2006).
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contexts need to be exchanged or aligned whenever changes in the sending or receiving systems
occur.

2.3. Supply Chain Collaboration in the Retail and Consumer Goods Industries
The retail and consumer goods industries have reacted to the bullwhip effect by adopting the vision of
Efficient Consumer Response (ECR). Introduced by Kurt Salmon Associates (1993) ECR is a strategy
in which retailers, wholesalers, and suppliers act as one virtual entity, working together to reduce
operating costs and inventories and improve supply chain performance (Corsten and Kumar, 2005;
Reyes and Bhutta, 2005). Figure 1 outlines the two collaboration areas postulated by ECR. Whereas
the focus of supply management is on streamlining the supply chain by improving product
replenishment, demand management is aimed at creating and satisfying customer demand by
optimizing product assortment strategies, promotions, and new product introductions (Dupre and
Gruen, 2004). Demand-side and supply-side collaboration is supported by so-called integrators and
enablers — most importantly, information technology and process improvement tools.

Figure 1. ECR supply and demand chain model
In their literature review, Reyes and Bhutta (2005) identify a total of 775 articles on ECR and 170
publications in academic journals, which mostly deal with supply strategy choices (28.24 percent) and
process coordination (21.76 percent). Whereas the positive effects of ECR have been demonstrated,
studies on ECR adoption (Dupre and Gruen, 2004; Kurnia, 2000; Lohtia et al., 2004) reveal the lack
of organizational and technological capabilities as major inhibitors to realizing ECR benefits. While the
ECR concept relies on a seamless and accurate flow of information primarily achieved through
electronic data interchange (EDI), there is empirical evidence that the quality of the underlying context
information exchange directly affects the coordination of the demand and supply chain. According to
Corsten and Gruen (2003), inaccurate product data records constitute one of the major root causes of
out-of-stock-situations in retail stores, leading to a decrease in revenue. Other studies (Accenture,
2006; Global Commerce Initiative and Capgemini, 2005; Grocery Manufacturers of America et al.,
2003) report significant direct labor costs due to the existing manual transfer of product information
and its administrative processing as well as indirect effects of poor data quality on the supply and
demand chain. Grocery Manufacturers of America et al. (2003) estimate that retailers may save
between 5,000 and 10,000 hours per year in merchandising and data entry time dealing with new
item introductions and updates. The same study reveals further savings of 1,000 to 2,000 hours per
year in invoice verification and warehouse operations by eliminating data discrepancies. Additionally,
efficient data alignment indirectly impacts revenue, given the fact that retailers and manufacturers are
able to speed up their time-to-shelf in product introduction processes by 23 percent and 67 percent
respectively (Accenture, 2006), ultimately resulting in an increase in sales.
As a consequence, industry initiatives have addressed the field of data synchronization, which
denotes the process involving the timely updating of product data to maintain data consistency
between retailers and manufacturers, under the umbrella of GS12, ECR Europe (Hofstetter and
2
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GS1 is a global industry association which was formed when the Uniform Code Council (UCC) and the
Electronic Commerce Council of Canada (ECCC) joined EAN International.
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Jones, 2005), and the Global Commerce Initiative (GCI). Major outcomes of these initiatives are a set
of technical standards (GS1, 2004; Nakatani et al., 2006) for product identification, description, and
classification as well as message standards for electronic communication (cf. Table 1). The latter are
available as EDI message types PROINQ (product information inquiry), PRODAT (product data), and
PRICAT (pricing and sales catalog), which are part of the UN/EDIFACT subset EANCOM (Kotzab,
2005), or as platform-independent XML-based extensions of the EANCOM standard (GS1, 2005b).
Table 1: Standards for Global Data Synchronization (GDS)
Coordination
area
Product
identification

Standard

Description

Global Trade
Item Number
(GTIN)

Product
classification

Global Product
Classification
(GPC)

Product
description

Data Model for
Trade Item

Partner
identification
Message

Global
Location
Number (GLN)
EANCOM

GTIN is 14-digit number used to uniquely identify a trade
item so that it can be priced, ordered or invoiced at any point
within the supply chain. It extends the former EAN//UCC
codes.
GPC provides a set of common categories to group products
globally. It defines a hierarchy, starting by industry sector or
segments and going down to bricks as categories of like
products.
The data model for trade items defines core attributes for
product description as well as extensions (e.g., for specific
target markets or assortments).
GLN is a 13-digit unique location number which identifies
physical, functional, logical or legal entities in a supply chain.

Message

GS1 XML

EANCOM is an industry-specific subset of UN/EDIFACT
standards which defines 47 electronic business documents
in the following categories:
• master data (e.g., PROINQ / product information inquiry,
PRODAT / product data, PRICAT / price and sales
catalog)
• transactions (e.g., ORDER / purchase order, INVRPT /
inventory report, DESADV / dispatch advice)
• planning and reporting (e.g., SLSFCT / sales forecast)
• other messages
GS1 XML is an extension of the EANCOM standard which
defines XML-based business documents.

Since the bilateral exchange of product information based on message standards has proven to be
costly and complex to realize with a larger number of business partners, data pools that reduce the
number of bilateral interfaces and allow for many-to-many relationships between retailers and
manufacturers have been promoted. As a specific type of industry exchange (Ordanini, 2005; Sparks
and Wagner, 2003), data pools are operated by consortia of retail and consumer goods companies for
collecting and redistributing product master data. By offering multiple interfacing technologies (e.g.,
EDI using PRICAT, XML, or web interface), a data pool eases integration and reduces entry barriers
to electronic product data exchange. Examples of globally operating data pools are SINFOS
(Germany) and U.S.-based companies Agentrics (merger of WWRE and GNX) and 1SYNC (merger
of Transora and UCCnet). Since the number of data pools exceeds 25 worldwide (Schemm and
Legner, 2008), network effects come into play, and data pools face start-up problems and excess
inertia (Shapiro and Varian, 1998), which often prevent them from attracting critical mass. The Global
Data Synchronization Network (GDSN) is targeted at establishing interoperability and federation
between the data pools (Bowling et al., 2004; Nakatani et al., 2006): When product data is published
at a GDSN-compliant data pool, it can be accessed from all other certified data pools based on the
GS1 Global Registry (GS1, 2004), which acts as a global directory for the registration of items and
parties. GDSN federates data pools and the global registry, and ensures interoperability by defining
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standards and protocols for synchronization. From a firm-level perspective, the synchronization of
product master data with other organizations based on GDSN comprises seven steps (cf. Figure 2):
1. Preparation: The manufacturer prepares the product data according to GDSN standards.
2. Publication: The manufacturer loads product and company information into the GDSNcertified home data pool.
3. Registration: The manufacturer’s home data pool sends a subset of the product data
(GLN, GTIN, GPC, target market and pool) to the GS1 Global Registry.
4. Search and subscription: The retailer searches for product information and subscribes to a
seller's GLN, product category (GPC), target market or GTIN to receive the corresponding
product and company information.
5. Identification of home data pool: By using the GS1 Global Registry, the data pool
containing the requested item and location information is identified. The subscription is
forwarded to that data pool.
6. Data synchronization: The manufacturer’s data pool then publishes the complete item and
party information to the retailer’s data pool.
7. Receipt: The retailer obtains the subscribed product data via its home data pool.

GS1
Global Registry

5

Identification of
source data pool

3 Registration

6

Data synchronization

Home Data Pool
Manufacturer

Home Data Pool
Retailer

Search and
subscription

2 Publication

Information
System

1

Preparation

Manufacturer

4

7 Receipt

Information
System

Retailer

Figure 2. Global exchange of product master data using the Global Data Synchronization
Network (GDSN)
The process is also used to communicate changes and phase out information using a publish-andsubscribe mechanism. In December 2006, the Global Registry comprised approximately 10,800
GLNs and 1,161,000 GTINs (GS1, 2007) and grew to 15,000 GLNs and 1,990,000 GTINs by the end
of 2007 (GS1, 2008). The coverage of the Global Registry seems to be relatively limited at present if
we compare these figures to the total of 30,000 to 100,000 stock keeping units in an average retail
store. The relatively slow adoption of GDSN and data pools, in general, is also underpinned by a
recent survey of ECR adoption (Horst, 2007), which reveals that less than 6 percent of all master data
records are exchanged via data pools and only 14 percent are exchanged electronically based on
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bilateral standard-based messages. This leads to the interesting questions of how the product
information supply chain is organized today and whether GDS is to play a role in the future.

3. Research Framework
Prior studies on ECR collaboration (cf. Corsten and Kumar, 2005; Holweg et al., 2005; Kurnia and
Johnston, 2003; Reyes and Bhutta, 2005), the bullwhip effect (cf. Aviv, 2001; Cohen Kulp et al.,
2004; Gavirneni et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2000; Sahin and Robinson, 2002), and IOS (cf. Clark and
Stoddard, 1996; Gosain et al., 2004; Saeed et al., 2005) are in agreement that supply chain
inefficiencies are the result of information distortion and decentralized decision-making and that
information sharing supports the effective coordination of the supply and demand chain. Based on the
assessment of the existing body of research, the following section derives a conceptualization of the
inter-organizational information supply chain in retailer-supplier relationships. It motivates the scope
and focus of our research and outlines the research questions.

3.1. Transactional vs. Contextual Information Supply Chain
In applying the concept of the information supply chain to retailer-manufacturer relationships, two sets
of information sharing and coordination problems can be identified. Sahin and Robertson (2002) draw
attention to the transactional information flow (e.g., demand signals, forecasts, orders, shipping
notifications, or invoices) that coordinates the inter-organizational supply and demand chain.
Following Marinos (2005) and Sun and Yen (2005), the information supply chain comprises data
production and consumption activities, but does not coincide with information sharing along the
physical information supply chain. In the case of ECR, this would comprise the timely and accurate
acquiring and updating of contextual information, which is a prerequisite for the correct interpretation
of transactional supply and demand chain messages. For instance, an electronic order message
contains at least a trading partner identification number and identification of the product to be
delivered as well as the amount ordered and the accepted price. Manufacturer and retailer are only
able to process the order message correctly if they maintain consistent partner and product
information in their information systems. As an example, inconsistencies may occur if a manufacturer
discontinues a certain product variant or changes the package size without disseminating the change
to all trading partners.
Since both conceptualizations of the information supply chain are valuable in the context of ECR, we
suggest distinguishing the transactional information supply chain (physical demand and supply chain)
from the contextual information supply chain (product information supply chain), as depicted in Figure
3. While there is abundant literature on the effects of information sharing on the physical demand and
supply chain and on the electronic communication of transactional data such as demand signals,
forecasts, orders, and shipping notifications, little attention has been paid to the product information
supply chain. From our literature assessment, there is increasing practical evidence that the interorganizational alignment of contextual information, notably product information, impacts the
effectiveness of demand and supply chain coordination in ECR collaboration (Corsten and Gruen,
2003). Despite its practical relevance, the early stage of reasoning on the inter-organizational product
information supply chain is reflected in a lack of models and definitions in the academic world. The
latter will be the focus of our research.

3.2. Conceptualization of the Product Information Supply Chain
In the case of retailer and supplier collaboration, the most relevant context interchanges relate to
product information, which is also referred to as master data. Compared to transactional data, master
data (Chisholm, 2006; Russom, 2006; White et al., 2004) is considered as core data which that is
needed to uniquely identify and describe business objects. It is infrequently changed, and often
referenced, and usually used by various functions or units of an organization. Master data is
organized in views which that group the attributes that are relevant to a specific function or
organizational unit.
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Retailer

Supply
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Management Management
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Acquire
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Trade item,
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Acquire

Maintain / Phase
Update
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Figure 3. Transactional vs. contextual information supply chain
Prior research on information assets (Lee and Strong, 2003; Wang et al., 1998) allows us to deduce a
process model of the product information supply chain at the firm level. Reflecting the life-cycle of
information assets as well as the so-called data production processes, the master data-related
business processes encompass information acquisition (sometimes also called collection),
maintenance (sometimes also denoted as stewardship), and phase-out. These processes are
performed internally on the side of both the requester (typically the retailer) and the provider (typically
the manufacturer) and are supported by a number of software applications. In this context, master
data management (MDM) or product information management (PIM) systems (Rugullies, 2004;
White, 2005) are propagated as new application categories for managing product-related data, with
dedicated functionality for master data distribution and enhanced workflow support. Alternatively,
packaged Composite Applications (Woods, 2003) from vendors such as Logical Apps, Optura, MDQ
Systems, or BackOffice Associates complement well-established ERP systems with functionality for
data consolidation, workflow support, and monitoring of data quality (Swanton, 2006).

3.3. The Inter-organizational Product Information Supply Chain as a
Coordination Problem
Prior research on the demand and supply chain emphasizes the interplay between coordination and
information sharing among different organizations. Since information distortion and decentralized
decision making also apply to the inter-organizational product information supply chain, we argue that
information sharing and coordination problems exist between the product information-related activities
on the retailer and manufacturer sides. Coordination theory (Malone and Crowston, 1994; March and
Simon, 1958) seems to be the most promising of the different theoretical perspectives from which the
phenomenon of the inter-organizational product information supply chain could be viewed. It has
been used to analyze and redesign complex process interactions (Crowston, 1997; Iyer et al., 2006;
Kraut and Streeter, 1995) and inter-organizational dependencies (Gosain et al., 2004; Tan and Sia,
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2007). Coordination theory posits that dependencies exist among activities and defines coordination
as the management of dependencies. When the activities performed by multiple individuals in
different organizations need to interrelate in a synchronized fashion, these dependencies have to be
effectively managed. Applied to the inter-organizational product information supply chain, this leads to
the following research question:
Research question 1: What are the inter-organizational dependencies and coordination
issues that retailers and manufacturers encounter in acquiring and consuming product
information?
Coordination theory suggests dependencies can be managed by appropriate coordination
mechanisms, notably the implementation of organizational structures (processes, task assignment)
and information systems for supporting information processing activities. Thus, we are particularly
interested in learning about the coordination mechanisms that retailers and manufacturers apply in
today’s business environment.
Research question 2: To what extent do retailers and their suppliers manage the
dependencies in the inter-organizational product information supply chain today, and which
coordination mechanisms do they use?
In the context of ECR, industry standards and the emerging Global Data Synchronization Network
(GDSN) have been promoted for multi-lateral product data exchange, but have failed to reach
broader adoption so far. Therefore, we ask:
Research question 3: Given the current state of the inter-organizational product information
supply chain, what issues arise and what conclusions can be drawn for the further adoption
of GDSN?

4. Research Approach
Given the explorative character of our research, we adopted a case study research design. The
following section motivates our research method and describes the different stages of our research
process.

4.1. Research Method and Process
Due to the lack of prior research, our primary research goal is to understand and explain the various
phenomena related to the inter-organizational information supply chain. (Gregor, 2006) classifies this
type of research as the “Theory for Explaining (Type II).” Among the recommended research
approaches for explaining how and why things happen in real-world situations are case studies,
surveys, ethnographic, phenomenological and hermeneutic approaches, and interpretive field studies.
We chose a case study approach, since it is particularly useful in cases where a contemporary
phenomenon is studied in its natural context and where “research and theory are still at their early,
formative stages” (Benbasat et al., 1987). Following a positivist approach (Orlikowski and Baroudi,
1991) and in accordance with Yin (2002), our research process consisted of the three stages:
1.
Theory development and case study design (“define & design”): As prescribed by Yin
(2002),3 even exploratory case study research should make use of a conceptual
framework to define the priorities to be explored. Thus, we started by reviewing the
existing literature in order to construct a conceptual framework of the inter-organizational
product information supply chain. In the context of our study, the use of a framework
helped us make sense of occurrences, ensured that important issues were not
overlooked, provided a set of constructs to be investigated, and guided our interpretation
and focus.

3

There are several views on the use existing theoretical constructs to guide theory-building research
(Paré, 2004): Eisenhardt (1989) argues that theory-building research must begin as closely as possible
to the ideal of no theory under consideration since preordained theoretical perspectives may bias and
limit the findings. Yin (2002) argues that even exploratory case study research should make use of a
conceptual framework to define the priorities to be explored. This view is also supported by Miles and
Huberman (1994) and applied in recent case studies (e.g., Markus et al., 2006).
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2.

Data collection (“prepare, collect & analyze”): We analyzed three companies, one retailer
and two suppliers, resulting in two retailer-supplier relationships and allowing for withinand cross-case analysis.
3.
Data analysis and conclusions (“analyze and conclude”): Based on the case study, we
were able to draw conclusions with regard to the coordination problems and the current
state of the product information supply chain as well as the role of GDSN standards and
their adoption.
While case study research has been criticized for its lack of rigor, we closely followed the guidelines
of building theory from case study research by Yin (2002) and Darke et al. (1998) to ensure the
validity of this study.

4.2. Theory Development and Case Study Design
Building on the overarching framework of coordination theory (Malone and Crowston, 1994; March
and Simon, 1958), we argue that the inter-organizational product information supply chain is
characterized by a set of dependencies and needs to be explicitly managed. Our case study design
was aimed at identifying and operationalizing the main constructs suggested by coordination theory,
notably coordination problems (or dependencies), coordination mechanisms and coordination
outcomes. Table 2 summarizes the main constructs from coordination theory and relates them to the
inter-organizational product information supply chain.
Coordination problems can be differentiated according to the type of dependency on which they are
based on (Crowston, 1997; Malone et al., 1999). While flow dependencies characterize sequential
input-output relationships, sharing (or pooled) dependencies exist if activities use one common
resource. In the most complicated form, the activities are dependent on each other (fit or reciprocal
dependencies). In order to identify the potential flow dependencies in the case of the interorganizational product information supply chain, we collected data about the various activities related
to acquiring and consuming product information and their inter-organizational interactions. Since
retailers and suppliers need to exchange contextual information, product information represents a
common information resource. Unlike other resources, information resources are shareable and
reusable as long as their specificity is low. Consequently, we had to analyze and compare the product
data models in order to identify sharing dependencies.
Coordination theory has come up with generic coordination mechanisms, most importantly
coordination by plan — i.e. pre-established schedules — and coordination by feedback, which
involves the processing of new information (March and Simon, 1958). Since governance and
coordination are more difficult between firms than within a single firm, this typology has been
substantiated by Gosain et al. (2004) for the inter-enterprise setting. They propose “advance
structuring” of inter-organizational processes and information exchange (coordination by plan) or
“dynamic adjustment” through IT-supported learning and adaptation (coordination by feedback). The
literature on ECR and GDSN (Nakatani et al., 2006) suggests a number of coordination mechanisms
for product master data management, which can be classified as “advance structuring”, most
importantly electronic integration (either as bilateral or as multilateral connections using data pools)
and standardization. The transmission of structured product information in electronic form between
retailers and manufacturers is said to improve process efficiency by facilitating the seamless flow of
information between the different functional and organizational units and the real-time access to upto-date product information. The use of open standards, notably the ones depicted in Table 1, and the
creation of the Global Data Synchronization Network (Figure 2), is claimed to reduce the variety of
product data exchange specifications and to create positive network effects. Our case study design
comprises additional coordination mechanisms that have been suggested for managing interorganizational dependencies, notably formal procedures and process coordination (Fleisch and
Österle, 2000; Gosain et al., 2004).
For assessing coordination outcomes, coordination theory builds on concepts from transaction cost
theory (Clemons et al., 1993; Malone et al., 1987; Premkumar, 2000; Saeed et al., 2005). It argues
that high levels of coordination will allow a firm to gain process efficiencies in terms of reduced
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Table 2: Propositions from coordination theory
Constructs Description
Relevance for the
product information
supply chain
Inter-organizational
Coordination Coordination problems
dependencies are
problems
can be classified
possible
according to the type of
dependencies they are
• between product
based on (Malone et al.,
information related
1999):
activities (flow
dependencies),
• Flow dependencies
(sequential
• due to multiple
activities),
activities using a
• Sharing
common product
information
dependencies
resource (sharing
(pooled resources),
dependencies).
• Fit dependencies
(reciprocal).
Coordination According to (March and Existing studies on ECR
and GDSN suggest the
mechanisms Simon, 1958), generic
following coordination
coordination
mechanisms which can
mechanisms include:
be classified as
• Coordination by
‘advance structuring’:
plan,
• Electronic
• Coordination by
integration (bilateral
feedback.
or multilateral / data
(Gosain et al., 2004)
pools),
substantiate these main
• Standardization
coordination
(GDSN),
mechanisms for interOther possible
organizational
coordination
relationships:
mechanisms include
• ‘Advance
common process
structuring’ of interspecifications.
organizational
processes and
information
exchange,
• ‘Dynamic
adjustment’ through
IT-supported
learning and
adaptation.
Coordination Higher levels of
Coordination outcomes
outcome
coordination result in
are likely to affect two
decreased coordination
levels:
costs (or transaction
• Product information
costs) and operations
supply chain,
risks, and in improved
• Physical demand
decision-making
and supply chain.

Case study design and
data collection
•

•

•

•

•

Process analysis:
Internal master data
processes and their
inter-organizational
dependencies;
Analysis of product
data models: Degree
of information
sharing and
information
specificity.

Common process
specifications:
Definition and
implementation of
master data
processes;
Electronic
integration: level of
electronic integration
of master data
systems;
Standardization: use
and appropriateness
of GDSN standards.

Effects of lacking
coordination are
assessed at two levels:
• Product information
supply chain,
• Physical demand
and supply chain.

coordination costs, simply by reducing the cost of exchanging and processing information. On top of
this, better information availability and processing capacity result in improved decision-making and
reduce operations risks. Recent studies (Accenture, 2006; Global Commerce Initiative and
Capgemini, 2005; Grocery Manufacturers of America et al., 2003) suggest measuring the effect of
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outdated or wrong product information in the context of ECR at two levels: the inter-organizational
product information supply chain as well as the physical demand and supply chain.

4.3. Case Sites and Data Collection
Case selection was mainly driven by purposeful sampling, availability of multiple sources of
information, and the willingness to cooperate. In order to ensure the generalizability of our research,
we selected cases that are to be considered representative of the prevailing forms of retailer-supplier
collaboration and allow for replication: (1) The companies represent major players within the retailer
and consumer goods industries; (2) The assortment under consideration consists of non-fashion
products with a relatively stable demand and medium shelf-life, thus reflecting product characteristics
that, according to Holweg et al. (2005), are conducive to more intensive forms of supply chain
collaboration; (3) The companies are involved in reciprocal business relationships, representing
different types of retail-supplier relationships with different intensities of demand and supply chain
collaboration; (4) Due to their size and their market positioning, the companies are able to shape the
inter-organizational product information supply chain and do not merely assume the passive role of
“adopters;” (5) The companies have been intensively investigating GDSN implementation and thus
are considered knowledgeable of GDSN concepts.
The resulting case sites are depicted in Table 3: We selected a retailer that is the market leader in a
medium-sized European country and two suppliers of non-food articles that are global players.
Supplier 1 acts in a traditional buyer-supplier relationship for branded products and has entered into a
Table 3: Overview of case studies
Unit of analysis: Firm level
Retailer
Revenues (2005)
approx. EUR 11.2 bn
Employees
approx. 80,000
Geographical focus
National (Europe)
Product portfolio / Food
assortment
Non-food
Electronics
Sports equipment
Hardware / tools
Furniture
Number of
Category
interviewees per
Management (2)
function
Information
Technology (2)
Logistics (3)

Supplier 1
approx. EUR 12 bn
approx. 50,000
Global
Detergents
Cosmetics / personal
care
Adhesives

Supplier 2
approx. EUR 4.7 bn
approx. 17,000
Global
Cosmetics / personal
care
Adhesives

Information
Technology (2)
Material Management
(Global) (1)
Supply Chain
Management (1)

Information
Technology (2)
Local Sales (2)
Logistics (1)
Material Management
(Global & Local) (3)

Unit of analysis: Retailer – supplier relationship
Retailer – Supplier 1
Number of articles
40 articles (adhesives)
% of total
assortment (retailer)
Assortment
characteristics
ECR collaboration
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Stable assortment
Joint product definition (private
label)
Buyer managed inventory (BMI)
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supply chain collaboration (vendor-managed inventory) with the retailer. With a contribution of 10
percent of all articles to the retailer’s cosmetics and personal care assortment, Supplier 1 represents
a key supplier. Supplier 2 produces private label articles (adhesives) under the retailer’s brand.
Despite the very limited number of articles, the high and stable revenues associated with these
products make this firm a main supplier within this assortment.
In view of our research objective, case studies have been conducted at two levels of analysis: at the
firm level and at the level of the business relationship. As company representatives tend to have an
internal view of the product information supply chain and ignore the inter-organizational
dependencies, significant efforts were necessary in order to gather data related to the interorganizational product information supply chain. Consequently, data collection involved the following
steps:
1. During an initial one-day workshop, company representatives presented an overview of
their internal product information supply chain (master data processes and systems, GDS
adoption) and were introduced to the concept of the inter-organizational product
information supply chain (Figure 3).
2. During several on-site interviews and individual workshops with every company, we
studied their internal information supply chain and its external integration. On average, we
spent two full days per company working with the on-site experts. We documented the
results of this analysis in the form of process models, data models, and depictions of the
IS architecture, and collected additional quantitative data.
3. We conducted a one-day workshop with representatives from all companies in order to
assemble their partial views into a consolidated view on the inter-organizational
information supply chain.
4. We identified and clarified several issues requiring further investigation through by
telephone interviews with the appropriate experts.
5. Finally, we consolidated the documentation and findings and allowed all participants to
review them. The results include individual documentations of the product information
supply chain at the firm level as well as a documentation of the inter-organizational
coordination in the two retailer-supplier relationships.
Data validity was ensured through multiple sources of evidence, reviews of case interpretations by
interviewees, and a chain of evidence provided by the case data. We shared our developing theories
and conceptualizations with the company representatives. As we identified constructs and created
theoretical frameworks, we sought clarification from the data, which, in turn, led to further theory
development (Yin, 2002). In order to validate our findings and ensure generalizability, we reviewed
recent studies and the outcomes of GS1 standardization initiatives and conducted further interviews
with industry experts.

5. Case Study Analysis
5.1. Flow Dependencies in the Inter-Organizational Product Information Supply
Chain
Prior to our documentation of the inter-organizational process, the companies did not have visibility
into the interdependencies between their internal product information supply chains, even if they were
aware of their existence due to some obvious coordination problems. They were lacking a broader
understanding of the temporal sequence of product information requirements on the retailer side and
the interdependencies between the retail and manufacturer processes. As an example, the
manufacturer was not aware at which point in time the retailer needed which product master data
attributes, at what level of detail, and in what quantity. Based on the analysis of the actual
interactions, we derived activity chains that depict the inter-organizational process flow in the as-is
situation (cf. Figure 4).
On both the retailer and consumer goods company sides several functional units are involved along
the entire product information supply chain, including central and regional or local units. Both manufacturers have appointed a central organization for master data management, but regional production,
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sales, and distribution units are responsible for the supplementation and maintenance of local data.
On the retailer side, responsibilities are split between the category management, materials
management, and a master data management unit. These shared responsibilities reflect the global
structure of the business with central-decentral coordination,4 which for the two globally operating
consumer goods companies can be characterized as an “international” (Marchand, 2004) or a
“transnational / integrated network” (Karimi and Konsynski, 1991).

MDM (global)

Consumer Products Company

Retail Company

Product data creation

Product data creation

Production (local)

Disposition (local)

Sales (local)

CM

Logistics

MDM

Supplement
data

Supplement
data

Design new
product

Create
product
locally

Assortment Planning

Distribute
product data

Create
product
locally

Present
product to
customers

Prepare
production
and logistics

Create
quotation

Examine
product

Request
quotation

#2 Quotation
(-4 months)

Assortment
planning /
Negotiation

Supplement
logistics data

Take product
into
assortment

Prepare
logistics data

Request
logistics data

Transmit
logistics data

#3 Listing data
(-2.5 months)

Receive
logistics data

Supplement
data

Data supplementation
through retailer
Provision of
distribution data

Product Introduction

Provision of
logistics data

Transmit
quotation

#1 Product
presentation
(-6 months)

Capture data
in ERP

Maintain
prices and
conditions
Request
distribution
data

Plan retail
distribution

Capture
distribution
data

Arrange
product
distribution

Prepare
distribution
data

#4 VMI data
(-1.5 months)

Transmit
distribution
data

Legend: MDM = Master Data Management, CM = Category Management

Figure 4. Product master data acquisition – inter-organizational process flow (here:
branded articles operated by vendor managed inventory, VMI)
Although intuitively perceived as a single-step activity, the acquisition of product information involves
multiple interactions between manufacturer and retailer. Due to the strong coupling with demand
chain activities, the entire process spans a period of three to six months. It starts as early as in the
assortment phase, when the retailer decides on which products it is to make available to consumers
and how to best use the limited selling space. When evaluating and redefining the product
assortment, category managers collect information about new products (e.g., by organizing product
presentations or contacting suppliers with a request for quotations). Once the assortment has been
4
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centrally. Sales to local retailers are performed in the local or regional units.
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defined, the category management unit prepares the introduction of the listed products in the stores
and requests logistics data from the manufacturer. Subsequently, category management and further
internal units add retailer-specific attributes, among them procurement, logistics, and sales data. In
the case of VMI, the supplier takes responsibility for maintaining the retailer’s inventory. This implies
that an additional transfer back to the manufacturer takes place, which comprises a set of listing data
such as the number of receiving stores and initial demand volumes.
Table 4: Phases and intensity of product master data acquisition
Process phase

Product master
data views

Product attributes
(examples)

Assortment
planning

Basic Data

(#1 in Figure 4
and Figure 5)
Product
introduction

Procurement
Data
Basic Data
Logistics Data

GTIN, Quantity,
Relation Consumer Unit
(CU) to Trade Unit (TU)
Purchase Price

(Provision of
logistics data by
supplier /
#2 in Figure 4
and Figure 5)

Sales Data
Dangerous
Goods Data

Product
introduction
(Data
supplementation
through retailer /
#3 in Figure 4
and Figure 5)

Dates
Returnable
Packaging Data
Basic Data

Procurement
Data
Logistics Data

Sales Data
POS Data
Listing Data

Product
introduction

Dates
Listing Data

Depth, Width, Height
Customs Tariff Number,
Country of Origin
Currency, Tax Rate
Poisonous category,
Dangerous Goods
Code
Production Date, Sales
Date
Returnable Packaging,
Content
Trade Item No. Retailer,
Category Code,
Incoterms
Purchase Key,
Standard Delivery Time
Incoming Distribution
Center, Outgoing
Distribution Center
Wholesale Price, Brand
Cash Register Text,
Returnable Deposit?
Category Layer
National, Category
Layer Regional
Limit Type, Time Limit 1
Listing Date, Initial
Stock Quantities

# of attributes
provided by
supplier
4*

# of attributes
provided by
retailer
-

1

-

9*
4

-

2
7

-

4

-

2
-

12*

-

3

-

3

-

3
5
3

-

5
4

(Provision of
distribution data
by retailer / #4 in
Figure 4 and
Figure 5)
Total number of attributes
33*
38*
*May vary by assortment (depending on trade item structure and number of logistic units)
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Whereas Figure 4 depicts the activity chain for the case of branded articles operated by vendor
managed inventory, Table 4 summarizes the number of attributes that are exchanged and the
temporal sequence. From this analysis, we can further characterize the inter-organizational
dependencies related to product master data acquisition: While in the early phase, the retailer
requests basic product and price information for planning the assortment, the latter interactions
prepare the market introduction and transfer the full set of product data required for running
purchasing, logistics, distribution, and sales processes.
Hence, the VMI scenario that represents an example of a more intensive form of ECR collaboration
generates additional requirements with regard to context interchange, in comparison with the
traditional retailer-manufacturer relationship. In the case of private label products, which are not
depicted here, the retailer determines the key characteristics of the product and transfers them to
potential suppliers. This changes the activity chain for product master data acquisition as follows: The
initial transfer of product data (#1 product presentation in Figure 4) is replaced by the retailer’s
request for a quotation, resulting in a transfer from retailer to supplier.
Since product information is initially acquired when a new product is introduced to the assortment,
this process is typically performed once. Its frequency depends on the product innovation cycle,
which is significantly higher in the case of Supplier 2 (250 new products in 12 months) than in the
case of Supplier 1 (two new products in 12 months). Updates of existing product information may be
necessary when the product changes. In the two retailer-supplier relationships, four different process
variants have been identified: (1) smaller changes (e.g., in product composition or packaging) which
do not affect the retailer or the consumer and are occasionally communicated by the supplier; (2)
significant changes (e.g., change of product name, significant changes in packaging, specific product
promotions) that need to be communicated in advance from the supplier to the retailer and result in
the relaunch of the product; (3) changes of logistic units by the supplier, which require that a new
GTIN is attributed; (4) changes in sales information that are determined by the retailer and need to be
communicated to the supplier for packaging and labeling.

5.2. Sharing Dependencies in the Inter-organizational Product Information
Supply Chain
The inter-organizational product information supply chain relies on product information as a shared
resource. Figure 5 depicts the product data model used by the retailer in the non-food assortment and
indicates whether the information is acquired from the supplier or generated internally. The entire set
of product data consists of 71 attributes that are organized in several views. While basic data such as
product name and number are typically needed by all functions, other views represent information
that is specific to single functions such as the logistics or category management units. From Figure 5
it is also evident that only a subset of the retailer’s overall product information requirements can be
fulfilled by the manufacturers. While 33 of the 71 attributes are requested from the suppliers, the rest
(e.g., internal disposition and marketing data) have to be supplemented by internal units. These
attributes are retailer-specific, since they comprise attributes that are steering the internal sales,
marketing, and logistics processes.

5.3. Coordination Mechanisms
Process Specifications
At the firm level, the retailer and the manufacturers have defined organizational responsibilities as
well as their internal master data processes, as outlined in the conceptual model (i.e., acquire,
maintain / update and phase out). As shown in Table 5, the internal information acquisition process
can be considered the most mature, whereas companies admit that the other two processes are not
yet fully implemented. Only Supplier 1 has recently designed these processes. While process
specifications are used as coordination mechanisms at the firm level, coordination mechanisms at the
inter-enterprise level reflect the power distribution in the retail-supplier collaboration. While the retailer
imposes certain procedures for master data acquisition on its suppliers, the suppliers merely react to
the requests from the retailer, typically a request to fill in product information in a spreadsheet form
(“product passport"). Inter-organizational update and phase-out processes were not defined at all.
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Trade Item Structure Data
(#2) No. Parent Trade Item
(#2) No. Child Trade Item
(#2) Quantity

0..*

0..*

Set, Lot, Display, etc.

Supplier Data
(#3) Name
(#3) Supplier No. (ERP)
(#3) Standard Supplier?
(#3) Incoterms
(#3) Incoterms Location
(#2) Country

Trade Item Basic Data
(#1) Trade Item No. Supplier
(#3) Trade Item Type
(#3) Trade Item No. Retailer
(#3) Trade Item Sort
(#3) CU Separable?
(#3) Category Code
(#3) Quantity Relation CU/TU (Sales)
(#3) Description (Multi-Language)
(#1) Quantity Relation CU/TU (Procurement)
(#1) Quantity Relation CU/Pallet

Logistic Unit Data
0..*

1..*

(#1) GTIN
(#2) Depth
(#2) Width
(#2) Height
(#2) Gross Weight
(#2) Net Weight

0..* 0..*
Consumer Unit (CU), Trade Unit (TU), Pallet

Procurement Data

Logistics Data

Sales Data

POS Data

Listing Data

(#1) Purchase Price
(#3) Purchase Key
(#3) Purchase Group
(#3) Standard Delivery Time

(#2) VMI?
(#2) Supplier Warehouse
(#2) Customs Tariff Number
(#2) Country of Origin
(#3) Incoming Distribution Center
(#3) Outgoing Distribution Center
(#3) Cross Border?

(#4) Sales Price
(#3) Wholesale Price
(#3) Sales Category
(#3) Brand
(#2) Currency
(#2) Tax Rate

(#3) Cash Register Text
(#3) Trade Item Sales Type
(#3) Enabled for Promotions?
(#3) Enabled For Loyalty Program?
(#3) Returnable Deposit?

(#3) Category Layer National
(#3) Category Layer Regional
(#3) Category Layer Export
(#4) Listing Date
(#4) Initial Stock Quantity
(#4) Number Of Stores

Dates
(#2) Date Type
(#2) Production Date
(#2) Sales Date
(#2) Consumption Date
(#3) Limit Type
(#3) Time Limit 1
(#3) Time Limit 2
(#3) Time Limit 3
(#3) Time Limit 4

Dangerous Goods Data

Returnable Packaging Data

(#2) Poisonous Category
(#2) Batch Management Requirement?
(#2) Danger Warnings (Multi-Language)
(#2) Dangerous Goods Code 1
(#2) Dangerous Goods Code 2
(#2) VOC Percentage
(#2) Fire Danger?

(#2) Returnable Packaging
(#2) Content Returnable Packaging

Legend: Attributes are complemented by a flag
characterizing time of acquisition and origin
(#1) Assortment Planning (Provision of Basic and
Procurement Data by Manufacturer)
(#2) Product Introduction (Provision of Logistics Data
by Manufacturer)
(#3) Product Introduction (Data Supplementation by
Retailer)
(#4) Product Introduction (Provision of Distribution
Data by Retailer / only for VMI)

Figure 5. Product master data model and views (retailer side)
Table 5: Coordination mechanisms - process specifications
Retailer
Supplier 1
Internal master data processes
- Acquire
+
+
- Maintain / update
o
+
- Phase out
o
+
Inter-organizational master data processes
(responding to
(imposing internal
processes on suppliers) retailers’ requests)
o
- Acquire
- Maintain / update
- Phase out
+ (defined and implemented), o (partly defined and implemented),
implemented)

Supplier 2
+
o
o
(responding to
retailers’ requests)
- (not defined, not

Electronic Integration
With regard to IS support, the retailer and its suppliers have only recently defined a single, central
information system that distributes product information to the regional or local ERP, and to the
warehouse or store systems, respectively. Internal master data distribution reflects the structure of the
business as well as the grown application landscape: As depicted in Table 6, manufacturers maintain
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global product information (i.e., those attributes are either used by global processes (e.g., product
development) or by several local processes (e.g., logistics)) in a centralized master data system.
Typically, this master data system corresponds to an instance of an ERP system that is specifically
designed to administrate global attributes, such as product numbers, descriptions, and classifications.
It regularly distributes global master data to the local ERP systems that support the production and
sales units. These units supplement the global master data attributes with further local attributes,
such as prices and conditions or logistics information for managing specific local processes.
Table 6: Coordination mechanisms - electronic integration
Retailer
Supplier 1
Supplier 2
Internal electronic integration
Master data system +
+
+
(Central ERP system)
(Dedicated ERP
(Dedicated ERP
system)
system)
Internal master
+
+
+
data distribution
Electronic
o/+
o/workflows
(Spreadsheets)
(Collaboration tool /
Workflow)
Inter-organizational electronic integration
Mainly human-human
Electronic
Mainly human-to-human Mainly human-tohuman (e-mail, xls)
(e-mail, xls)
integration
(e-mail, xls),
limited use of human-tomachine (Portal),
limited use of machineto-machine (EDI).
Data pools
Evaluating pool solution Partly national data
Partly national data
pools; plans to
pools; plans to
implement GDSN
implement GDSN
+ (defined and implemented), o (partly defined and implemented), - (not defined, not
implemented)
A similar situation characterizes the retail side: Global master data is kept in the central ERP system,
which further distributes a subset of the global product master data to the local warehouse and store
systems. In contrast to the consumer goods companies, the retail company establishes a much
higher degree of centralization with a significantly higher percentage of global master data attributes.
Despite the internal efforts, the level of external integration is still low. The investigated companies
transfer spreadsheets in order to exchange master data across the organizational boundaries, as
depicted in Figure 6. On the retailer side, category management defines templates for collecting
product information, which are sent out to the suppliers via e-mail. They supplement the product
information provided by the manufacturer with additional information and manually consolidate data
from different manufacturers before entering it into the central ERP system. On the manufacturer
side, the two companies are already connected to national data pools in selected countries, but in the
existing customer relationship, manual data transfer prevails. For this purpose, sales representatives
transfer all retailer-relevant master data attributes into specific databases that are then used to extract
the required product information according to the retailer-specific templates.

Standardization
From the range of GDS standards that are outlined in Table 1, our investigation demonstrates the
wide use of standards only for the area of product and partner identification. While GTINs and GLNs
are consistently used in both retailer-manufacturer relationships, higher-level product description and
message standards are not applied. When communicating product information via spreadsheets, the
companies do not rely on the harmonized trade item model suggested by GDS, but use the retailer’s
proprietary data model. Interestingly, the studied retailer requests only 33 master data attributes
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Creation
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Figure 6. Product master data creation – information flow in the as-is situation
directly from the manufacturer, while the data model for trade items currently comprises 11 core
attributes and approximately 200 further attributes (GS1, 2005a; GS1, 2005b), without counting the
existing category-specific extensions and several attributes pending on their way through the
standardization process.
This leads to the question of why neither the bilateral product data exchange (based on GDS
message standards) nor the multilateral product data exchange based on data pools is implemented.
All companies admit difficulties in calculating the business case for GDSN, given the significant setup
costs for electronic integration. However, they also express their doubts as to whether the current set
of standards and the GDS concept adequately addresses the coordination problems of the interorganizational product information supply chain. By defining the publish-and-subscribe mechanism,
GDSN describes the basic principles of acquiring product master data, but many questions remain:
As outlined in Figure 4, rather than transferring product data once (en bloc), different subsets of
product data are exchanged in multiple interactions. Product data are subsequently collected,
transferred, and supplemented, starting from the phase of product assortment planning. While the
acquisition process is usually initiated and dictated by the retailer, the change and phase-out
processes are much more complex and currently not defined at all by GDS. In addition, GDS has not
created business standards or rules underlying the inter-organizational product information supply
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chain. There are no formal agreements that define and assign the responsibilities of the business
partners, outline provisions for error handling (e.g., in the case of outdated or wrong product data),
and define the quality of service.
Table 7: Coordination mechanism – GDS standards
Coordination area

GDS standard

Adoption

Type of dependency
that is addressed
Sharing dependency

Product
Global Trade Item Number
+
identification
(GTIN)
Product
Global Product Classification
Sharing dependency
classification
(GPC)
Product description
Data Model for Trade Item
Sharing dependency
Partner identification Global Location Number (GLN)
+
Sharing dependency
Message
EANCOM
o
Flow dependency
Message
GS1 XML
Flow dependency
+ (consistently used in both retailer-manufacturer relationships)
o (not applied in the two retailer-manufacturer relationships, but used by the retailer or
manufacturers)
- (not applied, neither by the retailer nor by the manufacturers)

Coordination Outcomes
Figure 7 illustrates the effects of coordination of the inter-organizational product information supply
chain. Since all three companies are only beginning to improve inter-organizational coordination,
impact assessment is based on projections from the as-is situation. As of today, manual efforts for
master data administration are high, notably on the supplier side. For this particular retailer
relationship, both manufacturers estimate savings of roughly 0.1 full-time equivalents (FTE) in sales
personnel and 0.2 FTE in VMI disposition personnel due to automated transformation (between the
different product data models) and electronic data distribution.
Whereas improved coordination directly impacts the transaction costs in the product information
supply chain, coordination problems, such as time lags in propagating product information changes,
affect the quality of the stored information and, thereby, the effectiveness of demand and supply chain
coordination. Although all companies support this argumentation, the resulting effects on the physical
demand and supply chain are more difficult to trace in the concrete scenario. With regard to the
replenishment processes, 50 percent of the occurring EDI errors in the as-is-situation are caused by
inadequate alignment of master data with manufacturers, leading to various forms of errors in the
streamlined demand and supply chain processes. The analysis of EDI error protocols reveals that
these are most frequently errors in basic product data (e.g., GTIN not attributed), ordering errors
(wrong procurement and supplier data, e.g., wrong price), listing errors (non-existing product master
data record), and logistics data errors (lacking logistics attributes). The lack of coordination is
particularly harmful in the case of changes (e.g., if manufacturers do not know whether or not to
communicate a minor change in package size that may cause product overhang and hamper
transport or logistics operations in the retail store). Master data problems are also the reason for 50
percent of the invoice discrepancies that have to be manually resolved by the retailer.
On the demand side, the retailer and its suppliers expect a streamlined product information supply
chain to accelerate product introduction times and to increase revenue. In some assortments —
notably fast-moving goods like DVDs and games that are not yet managed on an item-level basis —
the higher quality of master data allows for a more concise reporting and planning of marketing
activities, ultimately resulting in a faster response to customer demand and higher on-shelf
availability. However, both effects are not measurable for the two retailer-supplier relationships.
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- - - - confirmed by retailer and suppliers, but not measurable
Figure 7. Impact of the inter-organizational product information supply chain

6. Findings and Discussion
In this section, we answer our research questions and discuss the findings in the context of the
existing IOS literature. In order to demonstrate how our analysis might generalize, we have derived
seven statements that characterize the inter-organizational product information supply chain in the
retail and consumer goods industries (c.f. Figure 8). We acknowledge that our analysis represents a
“snap-shot” given the fact that new technologies are evolving and that the industrial environment is
constantly changing. However, we feel that these statements might be useful to frame future research
activities and to conduct further empirical and longitudinal studies.

6.1. Dependencies and Coordination Problems in the Inter-Organizational
Product Information Supply Chain
Our case study analysis confirms our view of the inter-organizational product information supply chain
between retailers and manufacturers as a coordination problem. Although the product-information
supply chain is intuitively perceived as a simple single-step interaction, the case studies reveal
significant flow dependencies between the master data processes on the retailer and supplier sides.
Dependencies in product information acquisition are due to the fact that product information is
generated by suppliers when launching a new product on the market and acquired by retailers in
several steps during assortment planning and product introduction. While our study clearly
demonstrates the existence of flow dependencies, it finds that sharing dependencies only exist for the
smaller subset of product data attributes that are not retailer- or supplier-specific. Since more than 50
percent of the product information attributes are required to steer internal processes, information
specificity (Choudhury and Sampler, 1997) even plays for mass-market consumer goods.
(1) The inter-organizational product information supply chain is characterized by flow and
sharing dependencies.
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Figure 8. Inter-organizational product information supply chain
Compared with traditional retailer-supplier relationships, the flow of product information-related
interactions changes with higher levels of ECR collaboration. Whereas the VMI scenario requires
additional logistics data to be transferred from retailer to supplier, private labels imply joint product
definition and the determination of key product characteristics by the retailer (c.f. Table 8).
(2) Flow and sharing dependencies evolve into reciprocal dependencies with the increasing
intensity of demand and supply chain collaboration.
Table 8: Impact of ECR collaboration on flow and sharing dependencies

Flow
dependencies

Sharing
dependencies

(1) Traditional retailermanufacturer relationship
Æ (product
presentation)
Æ (quotation)
Æ (listing data)
29 (out of 71) attributes

(2) ECR / Supply
management: Vendor
managed inventory
Æ (product
presentation)
Æ (quotation)
Æ (listing data)
Å (VMI data)
33 (out of 71) attributes

(3) ECR / Demand
management:
Private labels
Å (product
requirements)
Æ (quotation)
Æ (listing data)

>29 (out of 71)
attributes (retailerspecific)
Legend: Æ (flow from manufacturer to retailer), Å (flow from retailer to manufacturer)

6.2. Status of the Inter-Organizational Product Information Supply Chain
Both retailer-supplier relationships rely on ECR concepts and heavily use EDI in the transactional
processes. While the companies in our study have carefully designed their demand and supply chain
processes, they still lack a thorough understanding of the inter-organizational dependencies in the
product information supply chain. As demonstrated by the EDI error protocols, the lacking of
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coordination affects the transactional information flow, thus putting the electronic coordination of
demand and supply chain at risk.
(3) Inter-organizational dependencies in the acquisition and consumption of product
information are still largely unknown to retailers and their suppliers, although the effects of
coordination problems are measurable. We conclude that the inter-organizational product
information supply chain is, by far, less managed than the physical demand and supply chain.
With regard to coordination mechanisms, companies have so far focused on streamlining their
internal product information supply chain by setting up master data processes and defining their
master data architecture. Interaction with external partners is mostly initiated by the retailer in a
dyadic relationship. Since the effects of coordination problems are more significant on the retailer
side, the retailer has started to define procedures for acquiring product information from its suppliers,
thus pursuing “advanced structuring.” Both suppliers simply react to the retailer’s requirements, which
can be characterized as an “adapt and sense” strategy.
(4) Similar to demand and supply chain coordination, retailers will increasingly impose
coordination mechanisms, notably formal procedures and instruments for acquiring product
information, on their suppliers.
As with process coordination, external electronic integration is still at an early stage. Companies have
created an internal “single point of truth” by implementing a central master data system that
distributes master data to local systems. Although manufacturers have made provision for external
integration by connecting to selected home data pools, manual transfer of product data prevails with a
high penetration of spreadsheets as an instrument for inter-organizational product data exchange.
This is partly due to the difficulties in justifying the rationale for tighter electronic integration, given the
relatively infrequent interactions, as documented in the two retailer-manufacturer relationships. The
penetration of spreadsheets as an instrument for inter-organizational product data exchange also
underlines the requirements for flexibility and usability of master data-related applications. The future
electronic support of the inter-organizational product information supply chain requires the connectivity of internal master data systems with those of the external partners to be so user-friendly and
flexible that sales assistants, purchasers, etc. accept its use in their daily work.
(5) Several factors restrict the adoption of EDI- or XML-based integration in the interorganizational product information supply chain: (a) the level of internal integration and
harmonization of master data, (b) end-user requirements related to the flexibility and usability
of electronic product information exchange, and (c) the relatively low frequency of interactions
for aligning contextual information in comparison to the transactional information flow.

6.3. Role and Adoption of GDSN
With regard to inter-organizational standardization, GDS is currently promoted as the most promising
approach for achieving many-to-many relationships between the retail and consumer goods
industries. Despite the popularity of the concept, our study reveals some shortcomings of GDS as a
coordination mechanism in the inter-organizational product information supply chain.
While GDS has focused on the sharing of product information by specifying the trade item data
model, it has paid little attention to the flow dependencies in product data acquisition and
consumption. GDS conceives a simple catalog-type product information exchange, but the actual
interactions are more frequent and more difficult to specify than foreseen by standards and data
pools. From our analysis, there is evidence that the publish-and-subscribe pattern for product data as
well as the existing message standards do not address the more complicated flow dependencies that
result from increasing ECR collaboration. This situation is highly reminiscent of past experiences with
IOS and the difficulties in setting up standards on the pragmatic level (Reimers, 2001).
(6) Today, GDS standards exclusively comprise coordination mechanisms for sharing
dependencies, notably the global trade item data model. In order to successfully address the
coordination issues of the inter-organizational product information supply chain, GDS has to
address flow dependencies. This implies that “public master data processes” are specified and
supported by appropriate message standards.
Although the case study analysis confirmed the value of higher levels of coordination in the product
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information supply chain, our investigation also reveals important factors that hinder GDS adoption.
Given the current state of the internal product information supply chain, implementation of GDS
requires substantial investments in process redesign and technical infrastructure, quite apart from the
significant subscription fees to the home data pool and to GDSN. Our findings are consistent with
studies by Iacovou et al. (1995) and Zhu et al. (2006), which not only explain standard diffusion by
network effects and perceived benefits, but identify adoption costs and the lack of organizational
readiness as major inhibitors in the adoption of open standards. Besides the significant financial
investments, which have been outlined earlier, the managerial complexity is, by far, the more
influential barrier to GDS adoption. Grown business processes and system landscapes do reflect the
internal business structure, but are not prepared to meet the needs of a global inter-organizational
product information supply chain. In order to lay the foundations for implementing the GDS concept,
companies need to (re-)design their internal data and application landscapes as well as their internal
workflows for coupling them with the inter-organizational information supply chain. From the
perspective of a global manufacturer, significant challenges arise, since the responsibility for a large
portion of the product master data items lies in the hands of the local production and sales units. If a
global home data pool, as envisioned by the GDSN, has to be served, a centralization of local master
data attributes will be necessary, at least virtually. To summarize,
(7) Given the current state of the internal product information supply chain, adoption costs are an
important barrier to GDS implementation. The extent of the preparatory projects for harmonizing
the internal product information architecture on an enterprise-wide scale is so large that adoption
might be very slow or may even fail.

7. Summary and Outlook
7.1. Research Contribution
Prior research has primarily considered the effects of information sharing along the supply chain, but
no study has systematically investigated the contextual information flow. This paper contributes to
filling this gap by deriving a conceptual model of the inter-organizational product information supply
chain between retailers and manufacturers, which builds on context interchange and coordination
theory. Our research suggests that the product information supply chain maintains contextual
information that is relevant to the supply chain partners in transactional ECR processes. By analyzing
product master data exchange in two retailer-manufacturer relationships, we have been able to
characterize the inter-organizational product information supply chain by a set of dependencies,
coordination problems, and coordination mechanisms.
An important contribution of our research is the identification of flow and sharing dependencies that
are the root cause of coordination problems in today’s inter-organizational product information supply
chains. We have found that these dependencies evolve into reciprocal dependencies as the intensity
of demand and supply collaboration increases. Although the effects of the associated coordination
problems have been measurable in both retailer-supplier relationships, the inter-organizational
product information supply chain is still far less structured and managed than the physical supply and
demand chain. This is partly due to the fact that companies are still in the process of setting up
appropriate coordination mechanisms for managing their internal product information supply chain.
However, existing and emerging industry standardization, notably GDS, does not yet adequately
cover the inter-organizational coordination requirements that result from the identified set of sharing
and flow dependencies. In accordance with studies on IOS adoption (Iacovou et al., 1995; Zhu et al.,
2006), our research reveals that GDS-based electronic integration is associated with significant
adoption costs, given the current state of the internal product information supply chain.

7.2. Limitations and Future Fields for Research
There are several limitations to our research. As in all case study research designs, the most
important one lies in the limited empirical basis, which involves the risk of focusing on unique
conditions and events, rather than on general concepts and trends. We tried to minimize this risk by
basing our analysis on prior theoretical findings from IOS research, by triangulating our results
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against the most recent industry statistics issued by GS1, and by validating our findings in expert
interviews. Given the popularity of the GDSN concept, the selection of three cases that reflect the
situation prior to GDSN implementation might seem arbitrary at first sight. However, case sites reflect
the vast majority of firms that are still in the process of evaluating GDSN (Horst, 2007) and provide
valuable insights into the “real” issues related to the design of the inter-organizational product
information supply chain. Another limitation concerns the risk that our findings only apply to a specific
type of assortment. Although we aimed at selecting cases that are representative of more intensive
forms of supply chain collaboration, it might be argued that other assortments, such as food or
electronics, generate additional product information requirements and imply more sophisticated ECR
strategies.
Based on our study, we have identified the following fields for future research:
• Given the limitations of a case study methodology, empirical studies are needed to further
enhance and test our propositions and their generalization to other market environments
and geographical settings. We encourage further qualitative and quantitative studies that
elaborate on this model. More specifically, we anticipate interesting questions for IS
researchers related to the impact of the product information supply chain on supply and
demand chain performance.
• The lack of models and empirical evidence related to the inter-organizational product
information supply chain is reminiscent of the early stages of supply chain research and
calls for a more extensive investigation of the inter-organizational interdependencies and
coordination mechanisms. As a direction for future research, researchers should come up
with appropriate modeling techniques for the inter-organizational product information
supply chain. The latter may comprise numerical models from operations management as
well as process and information models for visualization of flow and sharing
dependencies.
• With regard to the further development of open standards, future research should investigate alternative concepts for increasing interoperability in inter-organizational product
information supply chains (Legner and Lebreton, 2007). We expect significant
contributions from the fields of enterprise and process modeling, Semantic Web and the
use of ontologies.
• Another research stream will have to investigate how RFID technology and upcoming
process innovations in the retail supply chain (Lee and Özer, 2007; Loebbecke and
Palmer, 2006) impact the product information supply chain. RFID-based process
innovations extend the need for context interchange to the object level, while offering new
technological capabilities for storing product information. The current discussion related to
product information stored on RFID tags focuses on the Electronic Product Code and the
EPC Information Service (EPCIS) (Nakatani et al., 2006; Thiesse and Michahelles, 2006),
but does not address how they interplay with the existing GDSN. On the basis of our
findings, we expect that RFID-related process innovations significantly increase
coordination requirements in the product information supply chain.
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